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Outline of This Presentation

• The NIH grant submission process in brief
– Types of grants

• Elements of a grant proposal
– Writing the Description
– Writing the Specific Aims
– Writing the Background and Significance
– Writing the Experimental Design

• Formatting tips 
• The review process, submitting revisions, and 

success statistics



The NIH Grant Process 
in A Nutshell

•Submission 

•Review by Study Section= IRG (3-4 
months)

•Review by institute Council (+2 month)

•“Pink sheets” sent out  

•Notice of grant award issued (+3-4 
months)

•9 months!





Kinds of NIH Grants, 
Research 

• R01- investigator-initiated research
– Average size is 225K per year direct costs

• PO1- program project grants
• R21- small pilot studies- 2 years

– Only 100-150K per year

• There are many, many other kinds- R15, 
Pioneer Awards

• All compete for extramural funds within an 
Institute



Kinds of NIH Grants- Training 
• F and T-series- training grants for postdocs

• K awards- for training and support of faculty awards

– K05- Faculty development award

– KO3- Mentored Research Scientist Award

– KO8- Mentored Clinical Scientist Development 
Award

– K23- Mentored Patient-Oriented Research Career 
Development Award

– New -K99/R00- Pathway to Independence Award

• 1-2 years of mentored support followed by 3 
years of independent support

• DP2- new innovators award (risky new PI 
projects)



NIH Resources-
Do Your Homework First

• Find out success rates for different 
institutes and types of grants

• Find out what your competitors are doing 
(CRISP)- ie what type of research actually 
gets funded

• Identify the expertise of the various 
study sections and suggest a specific study 
section

• Find out if any institutes have RFAs into 
which your proposal would fit

• Tailor your proposal to an institute and to 
reviewers



The NIH Grant Process

• Submission 
– 3 times a year (dates vary by grant type) 

– Electronic submission dates 
• Your institution’s deadlines precede the 

NIH’s

– RFAs (Request for Applications) can 
have special dates

– Sent to CSR (Center for Scientific 
Review)

– Keep submission date table (next slide) 
near your desk!



Planning and Writing 



Planning a Grant: Timing

• Get preliminary data during the 
previous 6-12 months; prepare figures

• Sketch out possible specific aims at 
least 6 months ahead (can have extra)

• Beef up YOUR qualifications by 
publishing as much as possible in the 
best journals

• Allow 3 months minimum to write; 
ramp up effort to 100% in last few 
weeks (go to a quiet place!)



Experimental Design- Planning

• A  focused project with a small number of 
related aims is more likely to be funded 
than a large, diffuse  project or one 
containing unrelated aims

• Use three specific aims if possible (2- 4)

• Do not be overambitious! (common beginner 
failing is to include 10 years of work)

• Get advice from senior colleagues on 
potential aims during planning stages



Grant Mentoring

• Get as much help as possible at all 
stages of planning and writing

• Form “mutual assistance” groups with 
peers

• Ask for examples of successful 
grants from more senior colleagues

• Ask for help from non-scientists to 
catch  typos!

You can’t have too much help!



Novelty of Project  

• Can be novel in methods or in hypothesis

• Novelty is a double-edged sword- it’s good, 
but will reviewers believe in your paradigm 
shift?
– Reviewers  want to see other groups (peer 

review) agree with novel concepts first

– Other papers (preferably from other groups) 
must have already been published in reputable 
journals!



Remember

• You should propose to do the precise 
experiments which move the entire 
field forward as directly and quickly as 
possible 
– Don’t propose experiments just because 

they CAN be done, or are variants of 
things that were done before that just 
prove the same things



When to Submit A Grant
(ie stop doing experiments)

• You can show the need for the work in the 
field
– Hypothesis-driven research vs cataloging (ie a 

specific, later developmental stage in a research 
project)

– Important disparity in current research of others
– RFA (Request for Applications) indicates interest 

by NIH
• You can show you can accomplish the work

– Feasibility studies done; or you have publications 
with techniques

• Your preliminary results show promise (but 
need more data) 
– Do not do everything ahead of time!



Page Requirements 
(note that NIH may soon drop 

to 12-15 pages)
• Specific Aims- 1 page

• Background and Significance- 3 pages

• Preliminary Studies- 3-4 pages (no 
limits) OR Progress Report- usually 7-
10 pages for a 5 year grant (no 
specific limits)

• Experimental Design – totals 25 pages  
including the above



The Cover Letter
• Used to direct your grant to a specific 

study section and/or institute- will almost 
always accomplish this task
– CSR encourages this. Spend time researching 

IRGs

• Should be very brief: only states that you 
believe that the XXX study section has the 
requisite expertise to review your grant 
and/or that the work falls within the 
purview of the XX institute

• Having your grant reviewed by people who 
do the same kinds of studies (= like the 
topic; approve of the methods) is critical



Targeting

• If you have no cover letter, your 
title, abstracts, keywords, and aims 
are used to target your grants

• Diseases mentioned will target it both 
for funding by a specific Institute  

• You may suggest the type of 
expertise required to review, but do 
not suggest specific people!



The Description (Abstract)

• This is the only thing most reviewers at 
the study section will read

• Introduce the subject, briefly explain what 
has been done, and what gaps remain

• Describe each of your aims succinctly, 
summarizing what you will learn

• Put the project into a clinical perspective

• Polish: remove extra words, and make it 
elegant!



Specific Aims

• A one page summary of the proposal (vs
abstract which is a half-page summary-
language can be duplicated)

• Specific aims test specific predictions:
hypotheses  which involve mechanisms are 
best

• Provide rationale and brief summary of 
work, and expected impact on field

• Refine and revise multiple times! Very 
important part of the proposal (second only 
to abstract/description)



Specific Aims 
can contain 
questions



Or 
not..



Introduction to Your 
Revised Grant -3 Pages

• Do not be argumentative. Accept 
responsibility for not making your 
arguments persuasive the first time!

• Yield on most if not all points by revising 
the proposal according to the wishes of the 
reviewers

• Re-state your previous score so the 
reviewers can improve it (both score and 
percentile)

• Outline precisely how you have responded 
and mark the grant with lines in margins
– Not with italics or with different fonts!



Background and Significance
• Comprehensive and clear background for 

the scientific reader who is not in the field
• In-depth and critical knowledge of the 

literature demonstrated
• Constantly point out “holes” or 

discrepancies that the present grant will 
address 

• Clinical relevance can go here as well as in 
significance section 

• Persuasive rhetoric: at the end, the reader 
agree that the proposed studies are 
necessary and important 

Minimize Acronyms and 
Jargon!



Rhetoric

• Definition: using language effectively 
to please or persuade 

• Should be aware of this requirement 
continuously

• Will involve some repetition of key 
elements throughout grant



Preliminary Studies

• Should be closely linked to Specific Aims. 
So state directly! (“these data support our 
ability to perform the experiments 
outlined in Aim 2”)

• Convince the reviewer that your ideas and 
methods are good
– You can design logical and well-controlled 

experiments
– You can present your results clearly

• Do not include small experimental details (5 
ul)



Preliminary Studies

• Figures should be formatted nicely 
and located on the same page as the 
discussion. Use a conclusion for each 
title!

• Set them off by using a different 
typeface

• Number them for easy reference



Progress Report
• Format with respect to publications you 

had during the funding period
• Re-state all of the conclusions you came to 

as a result of each publication
• Include additional work you did which was 

not initially proposed, if it is relevant to 
the current grant

• Extremely important section -to show that 
you did not waste previously awarded 
monies

• Ends with a list of publications credited to 
the grant



Experimental Design
• Use tried and true format: 

– 1) Rationale 
– 2) Experimental design  
– 3) Anticipated results and interpretation
– 4) Potential problems and alternative 

approaches

• The experimental design section 
ALWAYS follows the order given in 
the Specific Aims



Rationale

• Ties into the background section

• Provides brief explanation for the 
experiments which follow



The Rationale Begins the Design Section



Experimental Design: What 
Constitutes a Good 

Experiment?

Unambiguously interpretable results!
• If result 1 is obtained, hypothesis is upheld

• If result 2 is obtained, a new (but still 
interesting) direction is indicated

• Stronger if two different approaches are 
used to confirm hypotheses



What Constitutes a Good
Experiment? (II)

• Perhaps boring, but studies are 
necessary to be able to derive a 
mechanism
– Pathways generally are great aims 

(unless impossibly complex)

• You have a corner on the market
– No one else is using the approach/asking 

the questions that you are

– You have a unique reagent/cell 
line/animal/technique



What Constitutes a Bad 
Experiment?

• PI makes claim for method that overextends 
method’s reach, or is inappropriate, or 
outdated
– I have a special calibrated string to measure the 

circumference of the earth
– I have tested it locally and it works well
– Therefore I can use it to measure the 

circumference of the earth
– (note lack of detail as to how I will do this!)  

• PI addresses a problem that reviewers think 
is trivial (this can sometimes be overcome by 
sending to a different study section!)



What Constitutes a Bad
Experiment? (II)

• Riskiness
– Reviewers do not believe that the experiment will 

come out in the manner predicted
• (leads to risk of pyramid scheme)

– Yeast two-hybrid (often yields no results)
– “Proteomics”- NIH says it wants, but reviewers do 

not like (not hypothesis-driven!)

• Outside of current paradigm
– There is a time when every experiment is novel yet 

begins to fit into current thinking; if not there yet 
is “premature”

• ER degradation mechanism as example- before we knew 
about retrograde transport out of the ER, how could 
proteosomes be logically involved in secretory protein 
degradation? 



What Constitutes a Bad
Experiment? (III)

• Cataloging data (“Descriptive”)
– Data must already fit into a hypothesis

• No quantitation proposed
– How will different models/hypotheses 

be statistically distinguished?
– How will experimental bias be avoided?

• All controls are not included
– How can results be arrived at 

artifactually?

• Be your own worst critic!



Experimental Design

• Why did you choose the approach 
that you did?
– Convince reviewers that it is the best

approach of all that are currently 
available. Cite the success of other 
investigators -with specific references.

– Remember Rhetoric!



After Experimental Design:
“Anticipated Results and 

Interpretation”
• Use “anticipated results section” to 

convince reviewer that you will move 
science forward -no matter how 
experiments come out

• Most common failing of grants is to 
omit the interpretation section
– Make it obvious what you will learn from 

each set of experiments; and how this 
moves the field forward: rhetoric!



Results and Interpretation Section

Use words like : will provide, will 
learn, confirm/refute, 
understand etc… ie you will move 
the field forward!



Potential Problems (or 
pitfalls) and Alternative 

Approaches
• Use “pitfalls section” to anticipate 

possible problems- then try to 
persuade that they are not serious 
because you have alternative 
approaches (or because others have 
data showing this)



Potential Problems and Alternative Approaches

Identify the problems before your reviewers 
do- then say why you don’t believe they will 
be obstacles, but if they are, what you will do



Summary: What Is an Overall Good 
Grant? (NIH criteria)

• Significance
– Addresses an important problem
– Advances our knowledge
– Will impact field  

• Approach
– Appropriate to question and is state-of-the-art; 

controls and statistics are always considered
– Problem areas considered and alternatives given

• Innovation
– Novel concepts or technologies are a plus IF they 

are experimentally secure
• Investigator- has a good track record and has right 

expertise
• Environment- is supportive, provides needed 

equipment



Common Sense Items

• Step back and look at your reasoning. 
Would you buy it from someone else?

• Accept criticism from your colleagues even 
if you think it is wrong: it means you did 
not get your point across

• Don’t perfect the beginning at the expense 
of the end- work on the last aim alone some 
days!

• Polish, polish, and polish again. Remove 
excess words; construct clearer sentences; 
improve formatting

• Give yourself enough time!



Timetable

• This section is only a few lines and 
describes the order in which you 
intend to carry out the experiments

• Most clear with a graphic format, 
although with simple grants a few 
sentences will suffice  

• Not strictly necessary 



References

• You must include the titles of all 
references 

• Check to make sure that your 
references are accurate!

• Any format ok



Vertebrate Animals

• There are 5 specific points you must 
address

• You must provide justification for 
numbers you plan to use and also 
species

• Animal Care certification is required 
(can get after submission, but must 
be in place prior to award)



Budget

• Modular applications 
– $25,000 modules up to $250,000

– No budget justifications

• Non-modular 
– everything above $250,000

– Budget justifications included



The Budget
• For equipment, document convincingly why 

the piece is essential and why the specified 
model is required.

• For personnel:
– Document the unique and essential role in the 

grant that each will play, and state how their 
qualifications match with their roles.

• Do not be afraid to include personnel and 
equipment justifications even though the 
guidelines say you don’t need to have them-
the reviewers will appreciate the 
clarification they provide



Budget
• Ask for realistic numbers of people and 

support 
– $$ and people should bear a reasonable relationship 

to the work proposed

• Assign each person (FTE) certain tasks (can 
split effort between aims or grants)

• Supplies- usually 12-15K per FTE is ok

• Equipment- request one large piece in your 
first grant

• Travel- only 1K per year x 2 FTEs allowable

• Secretarial support not allowable in most cases



Appendix

• Can include up to 3  PDFs of your relevant 
papers.    

• THAT’s ALL!  (new)



Any Questions?



Formatting



The Package Is As 
Important as the Content

• Reviewers cannot extract a great 
experiment from a hard-to-read page

• Do not use “busy” fonts or column layout 
– Use Sans Serif such as Arial for Figures (10 

point) and a Serif font (Times Roman or 
Palatino at 11 point) for all the rest of the text

• Do not combine bold, underline, italics and 
many different font/font sizes on one page 
(and never underline! it  is very difficult to 
read)

• Separate all paragraphs with empty space-
make it look like a book (ie, easy to read) 



Make it Easy!

• Reviewers will read your grant over 
several days or even weeks

• Construct discrete sections which can 
be understood alone

• They will not remember a rationale 
you presented only in the Background 
and Significance section when they 
are reading the Experimental Design



Lots of 
white space 
between 
small 
paragraphs



The Package Is As 
Important as the Content

• Be extremely clear- few
abbreviations, a simple layout, 
repeat/rephrase your necessary 
justifying statements throughout

• No jargon!– it is not likely that the 
reviewer is exactly in your field

• hold down the number of acronyms 
please!

• Perfect spelling and grammar show 
that you can pay attention to detail



Consider putting 
experimental detail in a 

separate section at the end 
so that the flow of 
experiments is not 

interrupted



Methods Section (an NIH-acceptable 10 
point font)



Summaries

• Use summaries throughout the grant to 
help the reviewer see what the grand 
goals of each  aim are

• Use a summary at the end of the grant 
to rephrase again how this proposal will 
move science forward (“tell them what 
you told them”)

• Again, writing a grant is an act of 
rhetoric: you must persuade



Use of Summaries

This reinforces your message 
as to the point of the aim!



Always Get Multiple Outside 
Opinions

• You should have other people look at your 
grant at several stages
– Specific Aims can be discussed with colleagues 

even prior to beginning to write

• Give your first draft to as many colleagues, 
both expert as well as non-expert, senior 
and non-senior, who will agree to read it 
(give them 2 weeks!)

• Give the final draft to someone who is very 
good at finding typos and sentence errors 
(1-2 days)



Self-Check

• Did you provide persuasive language in 
every section?
– Do not use highly self-aggrandizing 

language

• Did you make sure the last Aim is as 
well-written as the first?

• Did you polish sufficiently?



Allow Time for Institutional 
Processing

• Varies from 2 days to 2 weeks 
depending on institution

• In-house grants people will make sure 
that your numbers add up and that 
your indirect cost figures are correct

• They must now send in every grant 
you submit electronically



Submitting Additional Material
Prior to Review

• Do not submit this just a few days before 
meeting, because reviews are already 
written

• Send it 2-3 weeks before the study 
section meets

• A 1-2 page update is sufficient (2 is max)
– Papers newly accepted for publication

– New experimental findings that support 
feasibility or importance of the work



Review



Receipt by NIH
• Number assigned:

– 1 R01 DA 123456 –13A1 type (new=1, competing=2 
etc), mechanism, institute, identifier #, year, and 
revision

• Direction toward a specific IRG for merit review
– Each of the 20 Initial Review Groups has 5-10 

SRGs or Scientific Review Groups (120 total)
– Each is headed by an SRA or Scientific Review 

Administrator – get to know yours!
• Direction toward most related Institute for funding

– Program Officers divide up grants and try to 
attend IRG meetings 

• 77,000 grant applications per year (up from 45,000 
after doubling of budget)



IRG = study section =Scientific 
Review

• About 12-20 scientists chosen to 
represent a cross-section of various fields 
of expertise
– Make sure your grant can be understood by 

someone whose work only distantly relates to 
yours

• Get six weeks to read 8-12 grants; 75-100 
grants are a typical load  for a study 
section  

• Half are  “streamlined”= “triaged”=UN=not 
scored. These are not discussed at the 
meeting; do receive full review)



The Study Section
• Scores of the 2-3 assigned reviewers are given 

at the very beginning and again after reviews are 
presented (primary, secondary and [optional] 
reader) – websites now facilitate agreement

• 15-20 min discussion per grant
• Reconciliation of differing scores among 3 

reviewers typically occurs prior to the general 
vote

• Study section members then “vote their 
conscience”

• Average of all members’ score is used to 
calculate (outliers may be removed at the SRA’s 
discretion)

• Budget is then discussed



Grant Review

• Lower half are triaged- not subjected to 
discussion- but do receive full reviews. Not 
scored (just say “bottom half” or UN= 
unscored)

• Scored applications:
– 1-1.5 “outstanding” (very rare)
– 1.5-2.0 “excellent”  (most common: fundable 

grants are often closely clustered in this range)
– 2.0-3.0 “very good” to “good”
– 3 - 5  below average

• Only 1.0- 1.5 will now be funded



After Review
• SRA will average all priority scores,  then 

calculate percentiles (bubble sheets)
– This results in a comparison of these grants 

with those in the past two cycles

• SRA prepares “pink sheet” which 
summarizes the various reviews and 
includes text from all of them
– You receive this four to eight weeks after 

review 

• After review of your grant, the SRA is no 
longer your contact; contact your Program 
Officer (PO) to find out your score and 
what it means with regard to funding



Scientific Council

• Four to five months have elapsed 
since you submitted your grant

• Two months after review Council 
meets, generally supports the IRG’s 
decisions
– May recommend funding out of turn if 

work is of especial interest to Institute



Funding

• Notice of Grant Award (NGA) is the 
official notification of funding 
(electronic)
– Often received AFTER official start 

date

• It takes 9-10 months to get a grant 
funded
– With one revision, almost 2 years…so 

start now!



Most funded 
grants now 
receive 
scores 
between 1.2 
and 1.6!

(little 
discrimination 
since only 0.4 
units of a 5 
unit range is 
really used) 



The pink 
sheet (no 
longer 
pink!)



Do Not Take Reviews 
Personally!

• Sometimes you fail to hit the right study 
section
– There can be widely different perceptions of 

the merit of a given proposal among study 
sections

– Sometimes there is an element of 
arbitrariness/luck with a given reviewer’s 
perceptions  

• Sometimes your timing is off  
– Get more preliminary data and go back in!

• Often you just need to jump through a few 
hoops to satisfy the reviewers



To RECAP: the best proposals..

• Are well-written
– Easy to read (can put down and pick up easily without 

losing train of thought)
– Focused on only a few goals
– Persuasive

• Are scientifically intriguing:  provide an important 
piece of a biologically relevant puzzle

• Have strong personnel
– PI has (many) good publications over a long time period
– Personnel have good training and publication track record
– PI has excellent collaborators who have included strong 

letters of support  (often you will have to tell them what 
you need in the letter)



Most Common Reasons 
Scores Are Bad

• New investigators are overambitious (less is definitely 
more!) NUMBER ONE REASON

• No interpretation of results- SECOND REASON
• Unfocused- experiments do not relate to each other, or 

to any defined hypothesis
• Fishing expedition/data collection (no actual hypothesis)
• Too risky- a pyramid scheme
• Too novel- hypothesis does not fit into the currently 

accepted paradigm
• PI has not published much or in good journals



Statistics

• The following slides are from the 
NIH website

• There are many more interesting 
slides there



New Grant Applications and Success Rates 

During and After Doubling Period
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What Is Really Happening?

3 Fundamental Drivers

 Large capacity building 

throughout U.S. research 

institutions and increase 

in number of tenure-track 

faculty

 Appropriations below 

inflation after 2003 

 Increases of +3 % in ‘04, 

2.2% in ‘05 and 0% in 06

 Biomedical Inflation in 2004 

was ~ 5%

 Budget cycling 

phenomenon 



As Many Applicants in 

Past 2 Years as During Previous 5 Years!

≈

26583 - 21249

(2003) – (1999)

Period of doubling

5334

31791 - 26583

(2005) – (2003)

5208
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Size of NIH Competing RPG Awards - R01s
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Average Age of First Time R01 Equivalent and RPG Investigators
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Number of NIH Competing Career Awards and 

Applications  by Activity, Fiscal Year 2005
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Additional Resources

• See each Institute websites

• University of Pittsburgh website



Good Luck!


